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The classical constraints used in phonological theory apply to a single
candidate at a time. Yet, some proposals in the phonological literature
have enriched the classical constraint toolkit with constraints that in-
stead apply to multiple candidates simultaneously. For instance, Dis-
persion Theory (Flemming 2002, 2004, 2008) adopts distinctiveness
constraints that penalize pairs of surface forms which are not suffi-
ciently dispersed. Also, some approaches to paradigm uniformity ef-
fects (Kenstowicz 1997; McCarthy 2005) adopt Optimal Paradigm faith-
fulness constraints that penalize pairs of stems in a paradigm which are
not sufficiently similar. As a consequence, these approaches need to
“lift” the classical constraints from a single candidate to multiple can-
didates by summing constraint violations across multiple candidates.
Is this assumption of constraint summation typologically innocuous?
Or do the classical constraints make different typological predictions
when they are summed, independently of the presence of distinctive-
ness or optimal paradigm faithfulness constraints? The answer de-
pends on the underlying model of constraint optimization, namely on
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how the profiles of constraint violations are ordered to determine the
smallest one. Extending an independent result by Prince (2015), this
paper characterizes those orderings for which the assumption of con-
straint summation is typologically innocuous. As a corollary, the ty-
pological innocuousness of constraint summation is established within
both Optimality Theory and Harmonic Grammar.

1 INTRODUCTION

The classical constraints used in the phonological literature evaluate
individual candidate surface realizations of a given underlying form
(Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). Yet, some authors have extended
this classical constraint toolkit through constraints that evaluate not
a single candidate but multiple candidates simultaneously. One exam-
ple is provided by distinctiveness constraints in Dispersion Theory (DT;
Flemming 2002, 2004, 2008), which penalize surface forms which are
not sufficiently contrastive. Another example is provided by Optimal
Paradigm (OP) faithfulness constraints in theories of paradigm unifor-
mity effects such as the Optimal Paradigms model (OPM; Kenstowicz
1997; McCarthy 2005), which penalize dissimilarities among surface
forms in an inflectional paradigm.

The addition of distinctiveness and OP faithfulness constraints to
the classical constraint set raises a subtle technical problem: since
classical constraints apply to a single candidate at a time while dis-
tinctiveness and OP faithfulness constraints instead apply to multiple
candidates simultaneously, the classical constraints need to be “lifted”
from individual candidates to tuples of candidates. A natural solution
to this problem (and indeed the solution pursued in DT and the OPM)
is to lift a classical constraint C from individual candidates to tuples
of candidates by summing constraint violations across the candidates
in the tuple, as in (1).1

1 In order for this assumption (1) to make sense, the sum on the right-hand
side must be finite. Finiteness requires one of two conditions to hold: either the
sum has only a finite number of addenda; or else it has an infinite number of
addenda but only finitely many of them are different from zero because the con-
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(1) Constraint summation assumption:

C
�〈candidate 1, candidate 2, candidate 3 . . . 〉� =
= C(candidate 1) + C(candidate 2) + C(candidate 3) + . . .

To set the stage for the paper, Section 2 reviews the arguments for this
constraint summation assumption (1) in DT and the OPM.

The use of distinctiveness constraints to model contrast is a topic
of intense debate in the current phonological literature (see for in-
stance Blevins 2004; Boersma and Hamann 2008; Stanton 2017), as is
the use of OP faithfulness constraints to capture paradigm uniformity
effects (see for instance Albright 2010). This paper contributes to these
debates by taking a closer look at a formal consequence of these con-
straints, namely the assumption (1) that classical constraints be lifted
through constraint summation. What are the phonological implica-
tions of this assumption? To zoom in on this question, let us suppose
that the constraint set contains no distinctiveness or OP faithfulness
constraints but only classical constraints. We then have two options.
According to the classical approach, we can compute the optimal sur-
face realization of each underlying form individually relative to the
original classical constraints. Alternatively, we can compute the op-
timal surface realizations for all the underlying forms simultaneously

straint C only penalizes finitely many of the candidates considered. As we will
see in Section 2, in the case of the OPM, the number of addenda on the right-hand
side of (1) is indeed finite because it is controlled by the size of the inflectional
paradigm, which is a finite set of forms. For applications of DT to segment in-
ventories, the number of addenda on the right-hand side of (1) is also plausibly
finite, because it is controlled by the size of the underlying universal inventory of
atomic linguistic sounds, which is plausibly finite. Yet, for applications of DT to
strings of segments, the number of addenda on the right-hand side of (1) is con-
trolled by the number of strings, which is infinite unless we can cap their length in
some phonologically plausible way. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a constraint
would penalize only finitely many candidates in this case, as pointed out to us
by Edward Flemming (p.c.). For example, if C is a markedness constraint penal-
izing voiced stops, it will assign violations to the infinite set of strings containing
voiced stops. Similarly, if C is an identity faithfulness constraint for voicing, it
will be violated by an infinite number of mappings with voiced stops in the in-
put string corresponding to voiceless stops in the output string. We leave this
technical issue open at this stage.
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relative to the summed version (1) of the classical constraints. Is it
the case that these two approaches lead to the same set of winners, so
that constraint summation is innocuous? Equivalently, is it the case
that phonological theories that make use of constraint summation,
such as DT and the OPM, actually coincide with classical constraint-
based phonology when the constraint set consists solely of classical
constraints but no distinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints? Sec-
tion 3 formalizes this question.

Obviously, the individual constraint violations C(candidate 1) and
C(candidate 2) cannot be reconstructed from their sum C(candidate 1)
+ C(candidate 2). One might thus intuitively expect that the assump-
tion (1) of constraint summation wipes away much of the informa-
tion encoded by the classical constraints. If that were indeed the case,
phonological frameworks such as DT and the OPM which make use
of constraint summation could profoundly alter the typological im-
plications of the classical constraints, possibly leading to pernicious
typological predictions. The goal of this paper is to show that this pes-
simism is unwarranted.

To start, Section 4 focuses on the case of Optimality Theory (OT;
Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). In OT, violation profiles are op-
timized relative to the lexicographic order induced by some constraint
ranking. In the context of OT, the typological innocuousness of the as-
sumption (1) of constraint summation has been established in Prince
(2015). Interestingly, we observe that Prince’s original proof can be
substantially simplified if we reason in terms of violation profiles
rather than in terms of elementary ranking conditions (ERCs; Prince
2002), as Prince does. The fact that an OT-specific tool like ERCs hin-
ders rather than facilitates the proof suggests that Prince’s result must
be independent of the specifics of OT and instead follow from some
deeper, more general structure. What is this structure?

The statistician Michel Talagrand explains why it is important to
pursue this question: “The practitioner […] is likely to be struggling
at any given time with his favorite model of the moment, a model
that will typically involve a rather rich and complicated structure.
There is a near infinite supply of such models. Fashions come and
go, and the importance with which we view any specific model is
likely to strongly vary over time. [One should thus] always consider a
problem under the minimum structure in which it makes sense. […]
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By following [this advice], one is naturally led to the study of problems
with a kind of minimal and intrinsic structure. Besides the fact that it
is much easier to find the crux of the matter in a simple structure than
in a complicated one, there are not so many really basic structures, so
one can hope that they will remain of interest for a very long time.”
(Talagrand 2014)

Pursuing this insight, Section 5 offers a complete (both necessary
and sufficient) characterization of the “minimal structure” needed to
guarantee the typological innocuousness of the assumption (1) of con-
straint summation, namely the structure provided by additive weak
orders. This characterization shows that OT’s specific choice of the
lexicographic order is by no means necessary to ensure the typo-
logical innocuousness of constraint summation. As discussed in Sec-
tion 6, typological innocuousness indeed extends beyond OT to a va-
riety of constraint-based optimization schemes, crucially including op-
timization schemes based on additive utility functions, as in Linear OT
(LOT; Keller 2000, 2006) and Harmonic Grammar (HG; Legendre et al.
1990b,a; Smolensky and Legendre 2006), which have figured promi-
nently in the recent phonological literature (Pater 2009; Potts et al.
2010). Section 7 concludes the paper by discussing the implications
of this result for the formal foundations of phonological approaches
that make use of constraint summation, such as DT and the OPM.

2WHY IS CONSTRAINT SUMMATION
NEEDED IN PHONOLOGICAL THEORY

To set the stage for the paper, this section reviews arguments for the
constraint summation assumption (1) in DT and in the OPM.2 Our pre-
sentation stresses the complete formal analogy between the two argu-
ments, despite the fact that they belong to distant corners of phono-
logical theory. The rest of the paper will then take a closer look at the
constraint summation assumption (1) motivated in this section.

2The reader already familiar with DT and the OPM might want to skip ahead
to Section 3.
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2.1 Dispersion Theory

This section summarizes the argument for constraint summation in
DT. The argument has three steps. First, Subsection 2.1.1 reviews
Flemming’s challenge against classical markedness and faithfulness
constraints that look at a single candidate at a time. Second, Subsec-
tion 2.1.2 overviews Flemming’s proposal that the classical constraint
toolkit be enriched with distinctiveness constraints that look at multiple
candidates simultaneously. Third, Subsection 2.1.3 illustrates how the
classical constraints are “lifted” to multiple candidates through con-
straint summation (1) in order for them to be able to interact with
distinctiveness constraints.3

2.1.1 Insufficiency of classical
markedness and faithfulness constraints

The constraint-based phonological literature assumes two classes of
constraints. Faithfulness constraints measure the distance or discrep-
ancy between an underlying form and its surface realization. Marked-
ness constraints measure the phonotactic ill-formedness of a surface
form. Both types of constraints thus look at a single underlying/surface
form candidate pair at a time. Flemming (2002, 2004) argues that this
classical toolkit is insufficient. We review here one of his arguments,
based on the typology of systems of contrasts among voiceless, plain
voiced, and prenasalized voiced stops (Flemming 2004, pages 258-
263). Many languages contrast voiceless stops [p, t, k] with plain
voiced stops [b, d, ɡ] (e.g. French; Tranel 1987). Yet there are also a
few languages that prefer having prenasalized voiced stops [nb, nd, nɡ]

3The architecture summarized in Subsections 2.1.2–2.1.3 is a simplified ver-
sion of the architecture proposed in Flemming (2008) (not the earlier one pro-
posed in Flemming 2002). Our presentation is simplified because it confounds
Flemming’s (2008) three modules into a single one. In fact, we ignore Flem-
ming’s orthogonal claim that language specific properties of phonetic realiza-
tion play a role in the phonology. Hence, we conflate Flemming’s realized inputs
with underlying phonological forms and effectively ignore the “phonetic realiza-
tion module” which derives the former from the latter. Furthermore, we ignore
the distinction between the “inventory selection module” and the “phonotactics
module”, following Flemming (2017b,a). These simplifications are adopted for
simplicity only and they do not affect the scope of our results.
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(instead of plain voiced stops) contrast with voiceless stops (e.g. San
Juan Colorado Mixtec; Iverson and Salmons 1996). How could such a
language be derived with classical markedness and faithfulness con-
straints?

Obviously, we would need a markedness constraint which penal-
izes plain voiced stops at the exclusion of prenasalized ones. Let us call
this constraint *D. The intuition behind this constraint could be that
voicing is harder to sustain in a plain voiced stop than in a prenasal-
ized one because the nasal aperture facilitates voicing by preventing
a fast pressure buildup above the glottis (Ohala 1983). We assume
that this constraint *D is “counterbalanced” by another markedness
constraint *nD that instead penalizes prenasalized voiced stops at the
exclusion of plain ones. The intuition behind this constraint would
be that prenasalized stops are more effortful to produce because they
“require rapid raising of the velum to produce oral and nasal phases
within the same stop” (Flemming 2004, page 260). Finally, we con-
sider a third markedness constraint *VTV which penalizes voiceless
stops in intervocalic position. The constraint set is completed by two
faithfulness constraints Ident(voice) and Ident(nas) that protect the
underlying specifications for voicing and nasalization, respectively.

For concreteness, let us adopt the OT model of constraint interac-
tion (see Section 4 below for a review of the OT formalism). Tableau
(2a) derives the faithful realization of underlying voiceless stops inter-
vocalically. And tableau (2b) derives prenasalization of an underlying
plain voiced stop.

(2) a. /ata/ *D Ident(voice) Ident(nas) *nD *VTV

+ [ata] *
[ada] *! *
[anda] *! * *

b. /ada/ *D Ident(voice) Ident(nas) *nD *VTV

[ata] *! *
[ada] *!

+ [anda] * *
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In conclusion, we have derived a language like San Juan Colorado
Mixtec, where voiceless stops contrast with prenasalized voiced stops
but not with plain voiced stops.

However, Flemming notes that no language prefers prenasalized
voiced stops to plain voiced stops in a context where voiceless stops are
banned. For instance, intervocalic voiceless stops are never repaired
through intervocalic prenasalization. The only attested repair is in-
tervocalic voicing (e.g. Tümpisa Shoshone; Dayley 1989). Flemming
argues that this fact is difficult to derive with only the faithfulness
and markedness constraints made available by classical constraint-
based phonology. In fact, as soon as *D is allowed to outrank *nD
as in tableaux (2), we derive an unattested pattern of intervocalic pre-
nasalization of voiceless stops. This pattern is derived if *VTV and
Ident(voice) are flipped, as in (3).
(3) /ata/ *VTV *D *nD Ident(voice) Ident(nas)

[ata] *!
[ada] *! *

+ [anda] * * *
These considerations suggest that our initial attempt at deriv-

ing the preference for prenasalized over plain voiced stops in Mixtec
through classical markedness constraints is not on the right track. The
constraint responsible for this preference cannot be a classical marked-
ness constraint such as the constraint *D proposed above, because that
constraint is blind to the presence or absence of a plain voiceless stop.
This strategy based on classical markedness thus leads to the incorrect
prediction that prenasalized voiced stops are preferred also in the ab-
sence of plain voiceless stops, namely that prenasalization can be used
as a repair strategy for intervocalic voiceless stops.

2.1.2 Distinctiveness constraints

In order to solve this impasse, Flemming proposes that the preference
for prenasalized voiced stops in contexts where voiceless stops are
available results from contrast enhancement: the voicing contrast is
more distinct in the pair [t]-[nd] than in the pair [t]-[d] (Iverson and
Salmons 1996), due to the higher intensity of the periodic part of the
speech signal in [nd] than in [d]. In the presence of a voiceless stop,
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the preference for maximizing contrast can exert its effect and allow
for [nd] at the exclusion of plain [d]. But in the absence of voiceless
stops, there is no contrast to enhance and thus the markedness of [nd]
relative to [d] is the only active force, whereby voiced stops are pre-
dicted to be systematically preferred.

Flemming formalizes the preference for more distinct contrasts
via distinctiveness constraints that penalize pairs of sounds based on
their distance along a perceptual scale. In the case at hand, the rele-
vant perceptual scale is the intensity of voicing. Following Flemming’s
simplifying assumption, suppose that the intensity of voicing is equal
to 0 in voiceless stops, to 1 in plain voiced stops, and to 2 in pre-
nasalized stops. Pairs [t]-[d] and [d]-[nd] (but not [t]-[nd]) violate a
distinctiveness constraint requiring voicing contrasts corresponding to
a distance strictly larger than one unit along the intensity scale. This
constraint is denoted MinDist, as in (4).
(4) MinDist:

Assign a violation mark to pairs of surface forms with a voicing
contrast corresponding to a distance equal to or smaller than 1
along the scale of voicing intensity.
Penalizes [t]-[d], [d]-[nd]. Does not penalize [t]-[nd].

All three pairs [t]-[nd], [t]-[d], and [d]-[nd] violate a distinctive-
ness constraint requiring voicing contrasts corresponding to a distance
strictly larger than two units along the intensity scale (we ignore this
constraint in what follows because it does not distinguish among these
three pairs).

2.1.3Lifting classical constraints through constraint summation

Distinctiveness constraints are formally very different from classical
faithfulness and markedness constraints. In fact, classical constraints
assign a number of violations to each individual candidate surface
realization of a given underlying form. Distinctiveness constraints in-
stead compare tuples of surface realizations of multiple underlying
forms. This difference has implications for the architecture of gram-
mar. A classical grammar in the constraint-based literature evaluates
the candidates of a single underlying form at a time, as illustrated
above with the two separate tableaux (2) for the two underlying forms
/ata/ and /ada/. A grammar with distinctiveness constraints instead
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must evaluate tuples of candidates corresponding to multiple underly-
ing forms. But what about the classical constraints that are now mixed
up with the distinctiveness constraints? How can they be “lifted” from
individual candidates to tuples of candidates of multiple underlying
forms? Flemming makes the natural suggestion that classical faithful-
ness and markedness constraints be redefined for tuples of candidates
by summing their constraint violations across all candidates in the tu-
ple, as anticipated in (1).

Tableau (5) illustrates how distinctiveness constraints and con-
straint summation of the classical constraints work in DT. We con-
sider again the two underlying forms /ata/ and /ada/. This time, they
occur together in the same tableau, rather than heading the two sep-
arate tableaux in (2). These two underlying forms have three surface
candidates [ata], [ada], and [anda] each in the classical approach of
tableaux (2). In DT, we thus consider 3 × 3 = 9 pairs of candidates,
listed by row in (5). For instance, row (5d) corresponds to the (impos-
sible) mapping whereby /ata/ is realized as [ada] and /ada/ as [ata].
(5)

/ata/, /ada/ Mi
nD
ist

Ide
nt
(v
oic
e)

Ide
nt
(n
as
)

*n
D

*D *V
TV

a. [ata], [ata] *d→t *ata*ata
b. [ata], [ada] *t-d *d *ata
c. [ata], [anda] *d→nd *nd *d *ata
d. [ada], [ata] *t-d *t→d*d→t *d *ata
e. [ada], [ada] *t→d *d*d
f. [ada], [anda] *d-nd *t→d *d→nd *nd *d*nd
g. [anda], [ata] *t→nd*d→t *t→nd *nd *d *ata
h. [anda], [ada] *d-nd *t→nd *t→nd *nd *d*nd
i. [anda], [anda] *t→nd *t→nd*d→nd *nd*nd *nd*nd

The distinctiveness constraint MinDist penalizes the pair of sur-
face forms in (5b), because their consonants sit on the voicing scale at
a distance of 1 ([ata]-[ada]), respectively. It does not penalize the pair
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of surface forms in (5c), because their consonants sit on the voicing
scale sufficiently far apart, namely at a distance of 2 ([ata]-[anda]).
And so on. This constraint thus exerts a preference for the prenasalized
over the plain voiced stop, although crucially only in the presence of
the voiceless stop.

Classical markedness and faithfulness constraints are summed
across multiple candidates. For instance, a classical faithfulness con-
straint such as Ident(voice) assigns two violations to the pair of sur-
face forms in (5d), because it assigns one violation to the mapping
of /ata/ to [ada] and another violation to the mapping of /ada/ to
[ata] and the two violations are summed together, as prescribed by
the constraint summation assumption (1). As another example, a clas-
sical markedness constraint such as *VTV assigns two violations to the
pair of surface forms in (5a), because it features two instances of the
surface form [ata]. And so on. To make it easier to track constraint
violations, the specific pairs of output segments (in the case of distinc-
tiveness constraints), single output segments (in the case of classical
markedness constraints), and input-output segments (in the case of
classical faithfulness constraints) that violate the corresponding con-
straint are indicated in subscript next to each violation mark.4

This approach solves the problem discussed in Subsection 2.1.1:
it derives a system contrasting voiceless and prenasalized voiced
stops while blocking allophonic prenasalization of voiceless stops.
In fact, a system with contrasting voiceless and prenasalized voiced
stops is derived if MinDist and Ident(voice) are top ranked: this
ranking condition eliminates all options but for the desired option
〈[ata], [anda]〉 in row (5c). Furthermore, nasalization as a repair to
intervocalic voiceless stops is impossible because the three logically
possible options that prenasalize intervocalic voiceless /t/ are all har-
monically bounded. In fact, the option 〈[anda], [ata]〉 in row (5g) is

4As anticipated in the informal discussion at the beginning of Subsec-
tion 2.1.2, Flemming assumes that the MinDist distinctiveness constraint is the
only constraint that favors prenasalized over plain voiced stops, while classical
markedness constraints prefer plain over prenasalized voiced stops. The marked-
ness constraint *D thus needs to be redefined as penalizing all voiced stops, both
plain and prenasalized ones. It therefore assigns two violations in (5f), because
its two surface forms [ada] and [anda] both violate it.
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harmonically bounded by 〈[ata], [anda]〉 in row (5c). And the options
〈[anda], [ada]〉 and 〈[anda], [anda]〉 in rows (5h) and (5i) are both
harmonically bounded by 〈[ada], [ada]〉 in row (5e).

2.2 Optimal Paradigms model

This section summarizes the argument for constraint summation in
the OPM. The argument has three steps, in complete analogy with the
preceding Subsection 2.1. First, Subsection 2.2.1 reviews McCarthy’s
2005 challenge that some inflectional paradigms raise for asymmet-
ric, base-prioritizing theories of output-output correspondence. Sec-
ond, Subsection 2.2.2 overviews McCarthy’s proposal that the clas-
sical constraint toolkit be enriched with OP faithfulness constraints
that evaluate all paradigm members simultaneously. Third, Subsec-
tion 2.2.3 illustrates how the classical constraints are “lifted” to entire
paradigms through constraint summation (1) in order for them to be
able to interact with OP faithfulness constraints.

2.2.1 Insufficiency of asymmetric
output-output faithfulness constraints

Morphologically-related forms may bear resemblance that goes be-
yond what is predicted by the interaction of classical markedness con-
straints and input-output faithfulness constraints. A classical example
is the case of the participle lightening [laɪtn̩ɪŋ], where the stem-final
consonant is realized as a syllabic nasal [n̩], as in the verb lighten
[laɪtn̩], instead of the phonotactically expected [n]. Data of this kind
have motivated positing another type of faithfulness besides input-
output faithfulness: output-output faithfulness.5 Output-output faith-
fulness constraints enforce similarity among surface forms. In the case
of surface inflected forms, similarity is enforced among surface forms
in the same inflectional paradigm, i.e. forms that share a lexeme. In
this approach, the presence of syllabic [n̩] in the participle lightening
[laɪtn̩ɪŋ] can be explained as the result of an output-output faithful-
ness constraint requiring similarity with the verb lighten [laɪtn̩] and

5Output-output faithfulness is also motivated by patterns of reduplication
(McCarthy and Prince 1995).
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outranking the input-output faithfulness constraint requiring similar-
ity with the input stem /laɪtn/.

When one form in a paradigm is morphologically simpler than
other paradigm members, this morphologically simpler form (i.e. the
base) is always the one that other paradigm members must be faith-
ful to (see Benua 1997, 240–242 for a discussion of potential coun-
terexamples). Lightening conforms to this generalization because it is
asymmetrically influenced by its base lighten. In line with this gener-
alization, theories of output-output faithfulness have been developed
where the phonology of the base is computed in a first step and serves
as input to the evaluation of affixed forms, alongside the affixed forms’
underlying representations (e.g. Benua’s 1997 Transderivational Corre-
spondence Theory).

However, McCarthy (2005) notes that effects that can be analyzed
as output-output faithfulness are also observed in paradigms where all
forms are equally complex morphologically and where the choice of
the attractor is not guided by morphological simplicity or markedness
but by phonological markedness. McCarthy (2005) illustrates his ar-
gument with Arabic verbal stems. In Arabic, verbal stems are required
to end in VC (e.g. [faʕal], [faʕʕal]). No stem ending in VːC or VCC
is attested in verbal paradigms (e.g. *[faʕaːl], *[faʕl]). This contrasts
with nominal stems, which can end in VC, VːC, and VCC (e.g. [faʕal],
[faʕaːl], [faʕl]). Under Richness of the Base, the fact that the phono-
logical shape of verbal stems is more constrained than that of nominal
stems is unexpected.

McCarthy’s insight is that this apparent quirk of Arabic verbs can
be explained as an effect of output-output faithfulness, combined with
an independent property that distinguishes nouns and verbs in Arabic.
Nominal suffixes in Arabic all start with a vowel whereas verbal suf-
fixes start with vowels or consonants (see McCarthy 2005, 179-180
for a list of suffixes). In a nutshell, due to a high ranking markedness
constraint banning super heavy syllables (*VːCCV, *VCCCV), verbal
stems followed by consonant-initial suffixes can only afford short vow-
els in stem-final syllables (e.g. [faʕal-tu] but *[faʕaːl-tu] and *[faʕl-
tu]). Output-output faithfulness then extends the short vowel that
is phonotactically expected before consonant-initial suffixes to the
whole paradigm, including to forms built with vowel-initial suffixes
and where short vowels are not phonotactically required. In nouns,
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only vowel-initial suffixes are attested. Therefore, contrary to inflected
verbs, there is no paradigmatic pressure to extend stems ending in VC-,
therefore allowing for all VC-, VːC-, and VCC- to surface faithfully in
inflected nouns.

For this analysis to be implemented using Benua’s Transderiva-
tional Correspondence Theory, it is necessary to assume that the base
in verbal paradigms is one of the forms built with a consonant-initial
suffix. Faithfulness to the base then extends the short vowel that is
phonotactically expected in this form to all other forms. Tableaux
(6a) and (6b) show how this analysis works, focusing on two forms of
the paradigm of hypothetical underlying /faʕaːl/: (i) an inflected form
with a consonant-initial suffix that serves as the base in the paradigm,
/faʕaːl-tu/ (1st singular perfective), and (ii) an inflected form with a
vowel-initial suffix, /faʕaːl-a/ (3d singular perfective).
(6) a. /faʕaːl-tu/ *VːCCV IdBD(length) IdIO(length)

[faʕaːltu] *
+ [faʕaltu] *

b. /faʕaːl-a/ *VːCCV IdBD(length) IdIO(length)
Base=[faʕaltu]

[faʕaːla] *
+ [faʕala] *

To get the short vowel to be extended to other forms, /faʕaːl-
tu/ has to be considered as the base. As the base, its phonology
is computed first. In this first cycle, only input-output correspon-
dence is relevant. Because *VːCCV outranks the faithfulness constraint
protecting underlying vowel length (IdentIO(length)), the stem long
vowel is shortened before CC, as shown in tableau (6a). In a sec-
ond step, the phonology of other paradigm members is computed.
Now, output-output correspondence is relevant, with [faʕaːltu] serv-
ing as the base for the surface form derived from underlying /faʕaːl-a/.
IdentBD(length) requires the form under evaluation to match the base
along vowel length. This constraint outranks IdentIO(length), there-
fore favoring base-derivative similarity over input-output similarity,
as shown in tableau (6b).
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As pointed out by McCarthy, the problem with this approach is
that there is no independent, morphological motivation to treat a form
with a consonant-initial suffix (/faʕaːl-tu/ in our case) as the base. In-
deed, inflected forms with consonant-initial suffixes are neither sim-
pler than the others paradigm members (all forms are inflected) nor
morphosyntactically less marked. Indeed, morphosyntactic marked-
ness predicts that the third person singular form should be the base.
However, all third person singular forms in the verbal paradigm are
built with vowel-initial suffixes (cf. /faʕaːl-a/ in our example).

2.2.2Optimal Paradigms faithfulness constraints

To solve this issue, McCarthy proposes Optimal Paradigm faithfulness
constraints. Surface inflected forms are related by output-output cor-
respondence to all other inflected forms of the same stem. The stem
of every paradigm member stands in correspondence with the stem of
other members; OP faithfulness constraints enforce similarity among
corresponding stems in a paradigm. The resulting system is distinct
from Benua’s Transderivational Correspondence Theory because the
latter is asymmetrical (the base is generated “first”, hence not modifi-
able) while the effects of OP faithfulness are symmetric: all members
in a paradigm are evaluated simultaneously hence each of them can
be modified.

In the case of Arabic, extension of the short vowel from stems
built with consonant-initial suffixes is enforced by an OP faithfulness
constraint that requires matching vowel length in all pairs of paradigm
members, as defined in (7).
(7) Ident-OP(length)

In every paradigm, the stem of each paradigm member corre-
sponds to the stem of every other paradigm member.
In each pair of correspondent stems S1-S2, assign a violation
mark for each vowel in S1 that does not have the same length
as the corresponding vowel in S2.
Penalizes paradigm <faʕaːl-ta, faʕal-u> and <faʕal-ta, faʕaːl-
u>. Does not penalize paradigms <faʕal-ta, faʕal-u> and
<faʕaːl-ta, faʕaːl-u>

This constraint evaluates surface resemblance symmetrically across
inflectionally related forms, hence it does not stipulate that any
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paradigm member should be a priori preferred over the others. In a
concrete analysis, the choice of the attractor is determined by marked-
ness, as will be shown in more detail in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Lifting classical constraints through constraint summation

OP faithfulness constraints are formally very different from classical
faithfulness and markedness constraints. In fact, classical constraints
assign a number of violations to each individual candidate surface
realization of a given underlying form. OP faithfulness constraints in-
stead compare the surface realizations of multiple underlying forms
based on their similarity. Again as in the case of DT discussed in the
preceding subsection, this difference means that classical constraints
need to be “lifted” from individual candidates to whole paradigms in
order to be able to interact with OP faithfulness constraints. McCarthy
(2005, p.173) makes the natural suggestion that classical faithfulness
and markedness constraints be redefined by summing their constraint
violations across all forms in a paradigm, as anticipated in (1).

Tableau (8) illustrates how OP faithfulness constraints and con-
straint summation of the classical constraints work in the OPM. We
consider again the two underlying forms /faʕaːl-a/ and /faʕaːl-tu/.
This time, they occur together in the same tableau, rather than head-
ing the two separate tableaux in (6). These two underlying forms have
two surface candidates each in the classical approach of tableaux (6).
In the OPM, we thus consider 2× 2 = 4 pairs of candidates, listed by
row in (8). For instance, row (8a) corresponds to the mapping whereby
/faʕaːl-a/ is realized as [faʕaːl-a] and /faʕaːl-tu/ as [faʕaːl-tu].
(8)

/faʕaːl-a/, /faʕaːl-tu/ *V
ːCC
V

Ide
nt
OP
(le
ng
th
)

Ide
nt
IO
(le
ng
th
)

a. [faʕaːl-a], [faʕaːl-tu] *
b. [faʕaːl-a], [faʕal-tu] * *
c. [faʕal-a], [faʕaːl-tu] * * *

+ d. [faʕal-a], [faʕal-tu] **
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Classical markedness and faithfulness constraints are summed across
multiple candidates. For instance, a classical faithfulness constraint
such as IdentIO(length) assigns two violations to the pair of surface
forms in row (8d), because it assigns one violation to the mapping of
/faʕaːl-a/ to [faʕaːl-a] and another violation to the mapping of /faʕaːl-
tu/ to [faʕaːl-tu] and the two violations are summed together, as pre-
scribed by the constraint summation assumption (1).

The OP faithfulness constraint IdentOP(length) penalizes the pairs
of surface forms in (8b) and (8c), because they feature two vowels that
stand in correspondence but do not match in length. This constraint
thus exerts a preference for paradigm uniformity, without specifying
which form will be the attractor: the pairs of surface forms in (8a) and
(8d) are equally good in terms of paradigm uniformity. The choice
of the attractor is determined by the high ranked markedness con-
straint *VːCCV, which penalizes (8a) featuring a super heavy syllable.
This approach solves the problem discussed in Subsection 2.2.1: it de-
rives the generalization on verbal stems without needing to stipulate
that inflected forms with consonant-initial suffixes are the base, in the
morphological sense of Benua (1997). The reason why the short vowel
length is extended to other forms rather than the long one is the fact
that super heavy syllables are marked.

3IS CONSTRAINT SUMMATION
TYPOLOGICALLY INNOCUOUS?

The preceding section has reviewed some phonological theories (such
as DT and the OPM) that share two formal innovations. The first inno-
vation is that the classical constraint set is enriched with constraints
(such as distinctiveness and OP faithfulness constraints) that evaluate
multiple candidates simultaneously by comparing surface forms from
the perspective of their distinctiveness or their mutual faithfulness.
These constraints are therefore formally rather different from classi-
cal faithfulness and markedness constraints, which instead evaluate
candidates individually, one at a time. The second related innovation
is that classical markedness and faithfulness constraints are “lifted”
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from an individual candidate to multiple candidates through the con-
straint summation assumption (1). Is this constraint summation as-
sumption typologically innocuous? In other words, is it the case that
constraint summation does not alter the typological implications of
classical markedness and faithfulness constraints? Or is it instead the
case that phonological theories (such as DT and the OPM) that make
use of constraint summation predict very different typologies even
when the constraint set consists only of classical constraints (but no
distinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints)? This section formulates
this question explicitly.

3.1 The classical approach

Let us suppose that we have only two underlying forms. The reasoning
developed in this and the following sections extends straightforwardly
from two to an arbitrary finite number of underlying forms (see foot-
note 7 below; the extension to an infinite number of underlying forms
is trickier, as discussed in footnote 1 above). In order to focus on the
constraint summation assumption (1), we suppose that the constraint
set consists of n classical constraints C1, . . . ,Cn, but no distinctiveness
or OP faithfulness constraints. We denote by α the generic surface
candidate of the first underlying form and we collect these surface
candidates into a candidate set A. The classical constraints C1, . . . ,Cn
assign to (the mapping of that underlying form into) the candidate α
the n constraint violations a1, . . . ,an. We collect them together into a
tuple a= (a1, . . . ,an). Analogously, we denote by β the generic surface
candidate of the second underlying form and we collect these surface
candidates into a candidate set B. The classical constraints C1, . . . ,Cn
assign to (the mapping of that second underlying form into) the can-
didate β a tuple b = (b1, . . . ,bn) of n constraint violations b1, . . . ,bn.
A concrete example of the sets A and B is provided by the two tableaux
(2a) and (2b) for the two underlying forms /ata/ and /ada/. In this
case, n= 5, the candidate corresponding to the first row of the tableau
A is α= [ata], and the corresponding tuple of constraint violations is
a= (0,0,0,0,1).

Under the assumption that the constraints suffice to capture all
the relevant information, the optimal candidate for a given underly-
ing form must be the one which violates the constraints the least, that
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is which corresponds to the “smallest” tuple of constraint violations.
To formalize this intuition, we extend the intuitive notion of “smaller
than” from single numbers to tuples of numbers. Thus, the conditionba < a means that the tuple of constraint violations ba is smaller than
the tuple of constraint violations a. Effectively, this means that we
define an order < among tuples of constraint violations. Different im-
plementations of (classical) constraint-based phonology considered in
the literature differ for the choice of the order < used to compare tu-
ples of constraint violations. For full generality, we allow this order <
to be partial: for some pairs of tuples of constraint violations, < might
not be able to tell which one is smaller. In other words, some tuples
might be incommensurable.6

We denote by opt<A the collection of optimal candidates in the set
A, namely those candidates bα corresponding to a tuple ba of constraint
violations which is minimal relative to the order <, as defined in (9).
(9) opt< A is the set of those candidates bα in A such that there

exists no competing candidate α in A such that the constraints
assign to this competing candidate α a tuple a of constraint
violations which is smaller than the tuple ba of constraint vio-
lations they assign to the optimal candidate bα, namely a< ba.

(Classical) constraint-based phonology assumes that the underlying
form with candidate set A is mapped to a surface candidate bα which
violates the constraints the least, namely which belongs to the optimal
subset opt<A of candidates with the smallest tuples of constraint vio-
lations. Analogous considerations hold for the other underlying form,
which is mapped to a surface candidate in the optimal set opt< B.

We note that the set opt< A of optimal candidates can contain
more than one candidate. In fact, two candidates bα1 and bα2 can both
be optimal if their corresponding tuples of constraint violations ba1 andba2 are incommensurable: neither of the two is larger than the other
according to the order < because < is only partial. Furthermore, even

6 For instance, in the case of the HG implementation of constraint-based
phonology (see Subsection 6.2 below), the order < is defined in terms of a utility
or harmony function. Two candidates with different tuples of constraint violations
can achieve the same harmony. Their tuples of constraint violations are therefore
incommensurable relative to this order <.
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if < is total, two different candidates bα1 and bα2 can both be optimal
if the constraints fail to distinguish between them, namely the two
candidates share the same tuple ba1 = ba2 of constraint violations, as
we will discuss in more detail in Subsection 3.4.

3.2 The constraint summation approach of DT and the OPM

We denote by A × B the collection of all pairs (α,β) of a candidate
α from the candidate set A and a candidate β from the candidate
set B. We “lift” the n classical constraints from single candidates to
pairs of candidates through the constraint summation assumption (1).
This means that the lifted constraints assign to the candidate pair
(α,β) the component-wise sum a+b of the tuples a= (a1, . . . ,an) and
b= (b1, . . . ,bn) of constraint violations assigned to the two individual
candidates α and β , as in (10).
(10) a+ b= (a1 + b1, . . . ,ak + bk, . . . ,an + bn)
To illustrate, if A and B are the two tableaux (2a) and (2b), their prod-
uct A × B is the tableau (11), which lists all pairs of candidates and
sums the stars in the two corresponding cells of A and B.
(11)

(/ata/, /ada/) Ide
nt
(v
oic
e)

Ide
nt
(n
as
)

*n
D

*D *V
TV

a. ([ata], [ata]) * **
b. ([ata], [ada]) * *
c. ([ata], [anda]) * * * *
d. ([ada], [ata]) ** * *
e. ([ada], [ada]) * **
f. ([ada], [anda]) * * * **
g. ([anda], [ata]) ** * * * *
h. ([anda], [ada]) * * * **
i. ([anda], [anda]) * ** ** **
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This is of course the same as tableau (5) considered above, stripped of
the column corresponding to the distinctiveness constraint MinDist.

We denote by opt< (A×B) the collection of optimal candidate pairs
in the setA×B, namely those candidate pairs (bα, bβ) such that the tuplesba and bb of constraint violations corresponding to the candidates bα andbβ yield a minimal sum ba + bb, as defined in (12). This is of course a
special case of the definition (9) of optimality, applied to the set A×B
with summed tuples of constraint violations rather than to the set A
with the original tuples of constraint violations.
(12) opt< (A× B) is the set of those candidate pairs (bα, bβ) in A× B

such that there exists no competing candidate pair (α,β) in
A × B such that the sum a + b of the two tuples a and b of
constraint violations assigned to the two candidates α and β
is smaller than the sum ba + bb of the two tuples ba and bb of
constraint violations assigned to the two candidates bα and bβ ,
namely a+ b< ba+ bb.

Phonological theories which make use of constraint summation, such
as DT and the OPM, assume that the two underlying forms considered
here are mapped to the pair of surface candidates (bα, bβ) which vio-
lates the constraints the least, namely which belongs to the optimal
set opt< (A×B) of candidate pairs with the smallest summed tuple of
constraint violations.

3.3Typological innocuousness as a commutativity identity

Let us take stock. According to the classical implementation of con-
straint-based phonology reviewed in Subsection 3.1, the order < is
used twice. It is used once to assign to the first underlying form a can-
didate bα in the set opt<A of optimal candidates of A. It is then used
again and independently to assign to the second underlying form a
candidate bβ in the set opt< B of optimal candidates of B. According
to the constraint summation approach of DT and the OPM reviewed
in Subsection 3.2, the order < is instead used only once to assign to
the two underlying forms considered simultaneously a candidate pair
(bα, bβ) in the set opt< (A× B) of optimal pairs of A× B, where candi-
date pairs are compared based on the sums of constraint violations of
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the two individual candidates, by virtue of the constraint summation
assumption (1).

Suppose now that a candidate pair is optimal iff it consists of two
optimal candidates, as stated in (13). This means that the two under-
lying forms considered end up with the same optimal candidates no
matter whether we adopt the classical approach or the approach based
on constraint summation of DT and the OPM. In other words, the con-
straint summation assumption (1) made by DT and the OPM would
be typologically innocuous. And classical constraint-based phonology
would thus follow as a special case of DT and the OPM when the con-
straint set contains no distinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints.7

(13) Commutativity identity:
opt
<
(A× B)︸ ︷︷ ︸

constraint summation
approach (DT/OPM )

= opt
<

A× opt
<

B︸ ︷︷ ︸
classical approach

In conclusion, a crucial issue of the formal analysis of phonolog-
ical theories such as DT and the OPM is whether the identity (13)
holds in the general case, for any two candidate sets A and B. In other
words, whether the two operations of optimization and product com-
mute: by first combining (through ×) candidates from A and B into
pairs and then optimizing (through opt<) over candidate pairs relative
to the summed constraint violations (as prescribed by the left-hand
side, which corresponds to the summation based approach of DT or the
OPM) we get the same result that we get by first optimizing (through
opt<) within the two separate candidate sets A and B and then com-
bining (through ×) optimal candidates into pairs (as prescribed by
the right-hand side, which corresponds to the classical approach in
constraint-based phonology).

7 As anticipated at the beginning of this section, the discussion extends
straightforwardly from the case of only two underlying forms considered here
to the case of an arbitrary finite number of underlying forms. Indeed, suppose
we have three underlying forms with candidate sets A, B, and C. The commu-
tativity identity that we need to establish in this case is opt<(A × B × C) =
opt<A× opt< B× opt< C. The latter follows by applying (13) twice: once to the
two sets A∪B and C, to ensure that opt<(A×B×C) = opt<(A×B)×opt< C; then
again to the two sets A and B, to ensure that opt<(A× B) = opt<A× opt< B.
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3.4Constraint distinctiveness is not preserved
by constraint summation

The sum a + b of two tuples of constraint violations carries less in-
formation than the two individual tuples a and b: the summed tuple
is computed from the two individual tuples but the individual tuples
cannot be univocally reconstructed from the summed tuple. The as-
sumption (1) of constraint summation can thus wipe away potentially
crucial information encoded in the individual tuples of constraint vi-
olations, imperiling the validity of the commutativity identity (13).
To appreciate the problem, let us look at the behavior of constraint
distinctiveness under constraint summation.

Suppose that the (classical) constraints C1, . . . ,Cn considered are
distinctive. This means that any two candidates in the candidate set A
and any two candidates in the candidate set B are distinguished by at
least one constraint. Equivalently, no two candidates in A and no two
candidates in B are assigned identical tuples of constraint violations.
Suppose furthermore that the order < over tuples of constraint vio-
lations is total: any two different tuples are ordered relative to each
other. Distinctiveness and totality together ensure that the set opt<A
of optimal candidates ofA and the set opt< B of optimal candidates of B
are both singleton sets. Their product opt<A×opt< B on the right-hand
side of the commutativity identity (13) therefore consists of a single
candidate pair. The commutativity identity thus requires that also the
set opt< (A×B) of optimal candidate pairs in the product A×B consists
of a single pair. But the assumption that < is a total order does not
suffice to ensure that, because A×B could contain two different pairs
of candidates which share the same summed tuple of constraint viola-
tions, despite the individual candidates in A and B all having distinct
tuples of constraint violations. In other words, distinctiveness can be
lost when constraint violations are added together.

As a concrete example, consider the two candidate sets A and B
described by the two tableaux (2). The tuples of constraint violations
listed there are all distinct. If the order < is total, the two sets opt<A
and opt< B of optimal candidates are thus each a singleton. And their
product opt<A× opt< B on the right-hand side of the commutativity
identity (13) thus consists of a single candidate pair. Yet, the product
A × B contains the two different candidate pairs ([ada], [anda]) and
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([anda], [ada])whose tuples of summed constraint violations are iden-
tical, as shown in (11f) and (11h). Suppose that the order < is defined
in such a way that this shared summed tuple happens to be minimal
relative to the total order<. This means that the set opt< (A×B) of op-
timal candidate pairs in A×B contains both pairs ([ada], [anda]) and
([anda], [ada]). The commutativity identity (13) thus fails, because its
right-hand side is a singleton while its left-hand side is not.

These considerations show that we have every reason to expect
the commutativity identity (13) to fail in the general case, whereby
classical constraint-based phonology cannot be construed as a special
case of DT and the OPM, even when the constraint set contains no dis-
tinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints. Can we nonetheless isolate
and characterize some special class of orders < among tuples of con-
straint violations whose special properties validate the commutativity
identity (13)? This is the question that we will tackle and solve in the
rest of the paper.

4 CONSTRAINT SUMMATION
IS TYPOLOGICALLY INNOCUOUS IN OT:

PRINCE (2015)

In Section 2, we have reviewed some approaches to phonology (such
as DT and the OPM) that assume that classical faithfulness and
markedness constraints are summed across multiple candidates, as
stated in (1). In Section 3, we have formalized the question of the
typological innocuousness of constraint summation through the com-
mutativity identity (13). In this section, we review a result by Prince
(2015) showing that this commutativity identity indeed holds in OT.
In other words, despite constraint summation, theories such as DT and
the OPM make the same typological predictions as classical OT when
the constraint set only consists of classical constraints and no distinc-
tiveness or OP faithfulness constraints, whereby constraint summation
is typologically innocuous. The next section will then extend this re-
sult beyond OT.
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4.1Prince’s (2015) result

Prince (2015) focuses on the special case where the order < over tu-
ples of constraint violations is OT’s lexicographic order. Let us recall
here the explicit definition of this order, that we have already used
implicitly in Section 2. We start by linearly ordering or ranking the n
constraints C1,C2, . . . ,Cn in some arbitrary way. Without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that constraint C1 is ranked at the top, constraint
C2 is ranked right underneath it, and so on. The inequality a< ba then
holds between any two tuples of constraint violations a= (a1, . . . ,an)
and ba = (ba1, . . . ,ban) provided there exists some integer k between 1
and n which validates the conditions in (14).
(14) a1 = ba1...

ak−1 = bak−1
ak < bak

These conditions say that the k− 1 top ranked constraints assign the
same number of violations to the two candidates corresponding to the
tuples a and ba.8 And that the kth constraint is then decisive because
it assigns less violations to the candidate corresponding to the tuple a
than to the candidate corresponding to the tuple ba. Constraints ranked
underneath play no role. In Section 5, we will consider alternative
ways of ordering tuples of constraint violations.

Prince’s result, rephrased below as Proposition 1, says that no
ranking information is lost by summing together constraint violations
in the case of OT, in the sense that the commutativity identity (13)
holds for any candidate sets. In other words, when the constraint set
consists of classical constraints only, theories which use constraint
summation (such as DT and the OPM) coincide with classical OT and
constraint summation is therefore typologically innocuous.
PROPOSITION 1 (Prince 2015) The commutativity identity (13)
holds for any two candidate sets A and B relative to OT’s lexicographic
order < corresponding to any constraint ranking: a candidate bα belongs to
the set opt<A of OT optimal candidates of A and a candidate bβ belongs to

8These conditions are interpreted as vacuously true if k= 1.
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the set opt< B of OT optimal candidates of B if and only if the candidate
pair (bα, bβ) belongs to the set opt< (A × B) of optimal candidate pairs in
A × B, when candidate pairs are compared based on summed constraint
violations.

4.2 A simple proof of Prince’s result

Prince proves Proposition 1 using a piece of notation specifically tai-
lored to OT, namely elementary ranking conditions (ERCs; Prince 2002).
But this line of reasoning turns out to be involved, intuitively because
the operation of constraint summation does not admit a simple coun-
terpart in the theory of ERCs. Yet, Proposition 1 admits an elemen-
tary explanation when we reason directly in terms of violation profiles
rather than ERCs. In order to streamline the proof of the proposition,
we split the commutativity identity (13) into the two inclusions (15)
and consider them separately.
(15) a. opt

<
(A× B) ⊆ opt

<
A× opt

<
B

b. opt
<
(A× B) ⊇ opt

<
A× opt

<
B

To establish the inclusion (15a), let us assume by contradiction
that it fails. This means that the candidate pair (bα, bβ) is OT optimal in
A× B but that, say, the candidate bα is not OT optimal in A. This con-
tradictory assumption means that there exists a different candidate α
in A that beats (has smaller constraint violations than) candidate bα.
In other words, the tuples a = (a1, . . . ,an) and ba = (ba1, . . . ,ban) of con-
straint violations of the two candidates α and bα satisfy the inequal-
ity a < ba. This inequality says that there exists k ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such
that conditions (14) hold. By adding the corresponding componentsbb1, . . . ,bbk−1,bbk of the tuple bb of constraint violations of candidate bβ to
both sides of the inequalities (14), we obtain (16).
(16) a1 +bb1 = ba1 +bb1...

ak−1 +bbk−1 = bak−1 +bbk−1
ak +bbk < bak +bbk
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Conditions (16) say that a+ bb < ba+ bb. In other words, the candidate
pair (α, bβ) beats the candidate pair (bα, bβ). This conclusion contradicts
the assumption that the candidate pair (bα, bβ) is OT optimal in A× B.

The proof of the reverse inclusion (15b) is analogous. Indeed, let
us assume by contradiction that the candidate bα is OT optimal in A
and that the candidate bβ is OT optimal in B but that the pair (bα, bβ) is
not OT optimal in A× B. This means that there exists a different pair
(α,β) in A× B such that a+ b < ba+ bb, where a,b,ba,bb are the tuples
of constraint violations of the four candidates α,β , bα, bβ . Suppose that
a ̸= ba. Since the lexicographic order < is total and bα is optimal in A,
then ba< a. This means that there exists h such that ba1 = a1, . . . ,bah−1 =
ah−1,bah < ah. Analogously, suppose that b ̸= bb. Again, since < is a
total order and bβ is optimal in B, then bb < b. This means that there
exists k such that bb1 = b1, . . . ,bbk−1 = bk−1,bbk < bk. Suppose without
loss of generality that h ≥ k. Thus ba1 +bb1 = a1 + b1, . . . ,bak−1 +bbk−1 =
ak−1+bk−1,bak+bbk < ak+bk. This means that ba+bb< a+b, contradicting
the assumption a+ b < ba+ bb. The cases where either a = ba or b = bb
are treated analogously.

4.3Back to the issue of constraint distinctiveness

Having understood the reasoning behind Prince’s Proposition 1, let us
now go back to the issue of constraint distinctiveness discussed in Sub-
section 3.4. We suppose that the candidate sets A and B are distinctive:
no two candidates in A and no two candidates in B share the same tu-
ple of constraint violations. Since OT’s lexicographic order < is total,
the corresponding sets opt<A and opt< B of OT optimal candidates are
both singletons. Their product opt<A× opt< B thus consists of a sin-
gle pair. Yet, there can exist two different candidate pairs (α,β) and
(bα, bβ) in A× B which share the same summed tuple a+ b = ba+ bb of
constraint violations, because distinctiveness of the individual candi-
date sets A and B does not entail distinctiveness of their product A×B
when the constraint violations of a pair of candidates are obtained by
summing together the constraint violations of the two individual can-
didates. The assumption that OT’s lexicographic order < is total thus
does not suffice to ensure that the set opt< (A×B) of OT optimal candi-
date pairs in A×B is also a singleton. The commutativity identity (13)
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could thus in principle fail, because its right-hand side opt<A×opt< B
is a singleton while its left-hand side opt< (A× B) is not.

But Prince’s Proposition 1 ensures that can actually never happen:
the two different candidate pairs (α,β) and (bα, bβ) which share the
same summed tuple a+ b = ba+ bb of constraint violations can never
belong to the set opt< (A×B) of OT optimal candidate pairs in A×B.
In fact, let us assume by contradiction that they do. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the two candidates α and bα are different
(analogous considerations hold if it is the two candidates β and bβ
that are different instead). Since the candidate set A is distinctive, the
tuples a and ba of constraint violations of the two candidates α and bα
must be different. Since < is total, one of these two tuples is larger
than the other relative to <. Without loss of generality, we suppose
that a< ba. Crucially, this assumption a< ba entails that a+ bb< ba+ bb,
by reasoning as above from (14) to (16). In other words, the candidate
pair (α, bβ) beats the candidate pair (bα, bβ). This conclusion contradicts
the assumption that the candidate pair (bα, bβ) is OT optimal in A× B.

5 CONSTRAINT SUMMATION
IS TYPOLOGICALLY INNOCUOUS:
BEYOND OPTIMALITY THEORY

In Section 3, we have formalized typological innocuousness of the con-
straint summation assumption (1) used by DT and the OPM through
the commutativity identity (13). In Section 4, we have recalled from
Prince (2015) that this identity holds in the case of the OT model of
constraint interaction. In other words, despite constraint summation,
theories such as DT and the OPM make the same typological predic-
tions as classical OT when the constraint set only consists of classi-
cal constraints and no distinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints,
whereby constraint summation is typologically innocuous.

The focus on OT so far was motivated by the fact that it is the
most widely adopted version of constraint-based phonology, and in-
deed the one adopted in Flemming’s implementation of DT and in Mc-
Carthy’s implementation of the OPM. Yet, the more recent constraint-
based phonological literature (Pater 2009; Potts et al. 2010) has advo-
cated variants of OT where optimum selection is based on linear utility
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functions, as foreshadowed in Goldsmith (1990, §6.5) and Goldsmith
(1991, page 259) and advocated in Linear OT (LOT; Keller 2000, 2006)
and Harmonic Grammar (HG; Legendre et al. 1990b,a; Smolensky and
Legendre 2006). Does the typological innocuousness of the constraint
summation assumption (1) extend beyond OT to these alternative im-
plementations of constraint-based phonology? In other words, is the
commutativity identity (13) specific to OT’s lexicographic order or
does it extend to other ways of ordering tuples of constraint viola-
tions? This section addresses this question.

Here is a preview of the core result. In Subsection 4.2, we have
used two properties of the lexicographic order to establish the com-
mutativity identity (13) for OT. The first property is that the lexico-
graphic ordering of two tuples of constraint violations is not affected
by adding the same quantities to the constraint violations in the two
tuples, whereby the inequalities (14) entail those in (16). Subsection
5.1 generalizes this property into the notion of additive orders. The
second property of the lexicographic order that we have used in Sub-
section 4.2 to establish the commutativity identity for OT is that it is
total. This means that any two tuples of constraint violations which
are not ordered (neither is larger than the other) must be identical.
Subsection 5.2 generalizes total orders to weak orders: tuples which
are not ordered need not be identical but must be equivalent, namely
need to satisfy some generalization of the notion of identity. Subsec-
tion 5.4 finally shows that additive weak orders are the minimal struc-
ture required by a constraint-based phonological formalism to satisfy
the commutativity identity (13) and thus to ensure the typological in-
nocuousness of the constraint summation assumption made by DT and
the OPM. The proof of this result relies on some properties of additive
weak orders established in Subsection 5.3.

5.1Additive orders

Throughout this section, we consider an arbitrary strict order <. This
means that < satisfies the following three conditions for any tuples
a,b,c of constraint violations: it is irreflexive, namely a < a never
holds; it is asymmetric, namely a < b and b < a never both hold; it
is transitive, namely a < b and b < c entail a < c. Recall from (10)
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that a + b = (a1 + b1, . . . ,an + bn) denotes the component-wise sum
of two tuples a = (a1, . . . ,an) and b = (b1, . . . ,bn) of constraint vio-
lations. The implication (17) captures the intuitive idea that, if a is
smaller than b and if the same quantity c is added to both, the re-
sulting sum a + c ought to be smaller than the sum b + c. Although
intuitive, it is possible to construct orders which fail at this condition
(one such example is provided in Subsection 6.3). A strict order <
which satisfies condition (17) for any three tuples a,b,c of constraint
violations is called additive (Anderson and Feil 1988).
(17) If: a< b,

then: a+ c< b+ c.
To illustrate, OT’s lexicographic order is additive (see Subsection 6.1
below for more details).

Throughout this section, we assume that constraint violations can
be either positive or negative integers. In other words, we assume that
the order< is defined over arbitrary tuples of integers, not necessarily
nonnegative integers.9 This assumption effectively means that in the
consequent of the additivity condition (17), we can either add to or
subtract from the constraint violations listed in the tuples a and b.
This flexibility will be crucial for some of the reasoning developed in
this section, such as the proof of condition (21) below. This assumption
does not restrict the scope of our results, because the orders of interest
considered in Subsection 6 (such as OT’s lexicographic order and HG’s
order based on linear utility functions) can indeed all be construed as
ranging over tuples of positive and negative numbers.

The additivity condition (17) entails the variant in (18) for any
four tuples a,b,c,d of constraint violations.
(18) If: a< b and c< d,

then: a+ c< b+ d.
In fact, the assumption a < b in the antecedent of (18) ensures that
a+ c < b+ c through the additivity condition (17). Analogously, the
assumption c< d ensures that b+c< b+d. Finally, the two conditions
a+ c < b+ c and b+ c < b+ d thus obtained ensure the consequent
a+ c< b+ d of (18), because the order < is transitive.

9The additivity assumption (17) thusmeans that (Zn,+,<) is an ordered group
(Anderson and Feil 1988).
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5.2Weak orders

As motivated in Subsection 3.1 (see in particular footnote 6), we allow
for the possibility that the strict order< is partial, not necessarily total.
This means that there can exist two tuples a,b of constraint violations
such that neither a< b nor b< a. In this case, we say that a and b are
incommensurable (relative to <) and we write a ∼ b. In other words,
the partial strict order defines a corresponding incommensurability re-
lation ∼, as in (19).
(19) a∼ b if and only if neither a< b nor b< a.

Since the strict order < is irreflexive, the inequality a < a fails
for any tuple a of constraint violations. In other words, any tuple a is
incommensurable with itself and the incommensurability relation ∼
is therefore reflexive. Furthermore, the incommensurability relation
∼ is obviously symmetric. The strict order < is called weak provided
the corresponding incommensurability relation ∼ is also transitive,
namely qualifies as an equivalence relation among tuples of constraint
violations (Roberts and Tesman 2005, section 4.2.4). We will see some
examples below in Subsection 6.

The intuition behind this definition is that a weak order < orders
two incommensurable tuples in the same way relative to any other
tuples, in the sense that the implication (20) holds for any three tuples
a,b,c of constraint violations.
(20) If: a< b and b∼ c,

then: a< c.
In fact, let us assume by contradiction that the consequent a< c of (20)
fails. This means that either a ∼ c or c < a. But a ∼ c is impossible,
because together with the assumption b ∼ c and the transitivity of
∼, it would entail a ∼ b, contradicting the other assumption a < b.
Analogously, c < a is impossible as well, because together with the
assumption a < b and the transitivity of <, it would entail c < b,
contradicting the other assumption b∼ c.

5.3A characterization of additive weak orders

We now have two assumptions on the strict partial order < over tu-
ples of (positive and negative) constraint violations: that it is additive
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and that it is a weak order. Subsection 5.4 will show that these two
assumptions are necessary and sufficient to guarantee the commuta-
tivity identity (13) and thus to ensure that the constraint summation
assumption (1) in DT and the OPM is typologically innocuous. To-
wards establishing this result, we now take a closer look at the com-
bination of these two assumptions that an order is both additive and
weak.

Suppose that the strict order < is additive, in the sense that it
satisfies condition (17). Its corresponding incommensurability relation
∼ is then additive as well, in the sense that it satisfies the completely
analogous condition (21) for any tuples a,b,c of constraint violations.
(21) If: a∼ b,

then: a+ c∼ b+ c.
In fact, let us assume by contradiction that the consequent a+c∼ b+c
of (21) fails. This means that either b+ c< a+ c or a+ c< b+ c. For
concreteness, let us suppose that the former case b+ c < a+ c holds.
Adding −c to both sides (which we are allowed to do, because we are
not resrticting ourselves to nonnegative constraint violations) yields
b< a, because the order < satisfies the additivity condition (17). This
conclusion b< a contradicts the assumption a∼ b.

The reasoning used in Subsection 5.1 to show that the original
additivity condition (17) for the order < entails the variant (18) can
be rebooted here to show that the additivity condition (21) for the
incommensurability relation ∼ entails the analogous variant (22) for
any four tuples a,b,c,d of constraint violations.
(22) If: a∼ b and c∼ d,

then: a+ c∼ b+ d.
In fact, the assumption a ∼ b in the antecedent of (22) ensures that
a+ c ∼ b+ c through the additivity condition (21). Analogously, the
assumption c∼ d ensures that b+c∼ b+d. Finally, the two conditions
a+ c ∼ b+ c and b+ c ∼ b+ d thus obtained ensure the consequent
a + c ∼ b + d of (22), because the incommensurability relation ∼ is
transitive.

Conditions (17)/(18) and (21)/(22) characterize additivity of the
order < and of the incommensurability relation ∼ separately. They
entail the following mixed additivity condition (23), which features
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the two relations jointly. This condition says that the validity of an
inequality is not affected by adding incommensurable elements at both
sides.
(23) If: a< b and c∼ d,

then: a+ c< b+ d.
In fact, the assumption a < b in the antecedent of (23) ensures that
a + c < b + c through the additivity condition (17) for the order <.
Analogously, the assumption c∼ d ensures that b+c∼ b+d, through
the additivity condition (21) for the incommensurability relation ∼.
Finally, the two conditions a+c< b+c and b+c∼ b+d thus obtained
ensure the consequent a+ c< b+ d of (23), because of the condition
(20) that incommensurable tuples are ordered alike.

As noted above, since the strict order < is irreflexive, its incom-
mensurability relation ∼ is reflexive. This means in particular that
c ∼ d whenever c = d. The mixed additivity condition (23) thus gen-
eralizes the original additivity condition (17) for the weak order <
from the special case c = d to the more general case c ∼ d. This gen-
eralization makes intuitive sense because the assumption that < is a
weak order means that its incommensurability relation ∼ is an equiv-
alence relation, namely that ∼ generalizes the identity =.

We conclude this subsection with the characterization of additive
weak orders provided by the following lemma, in terms of the two ad-
ditivity conditions (17) and (21) or equivalently in terms of the mixed
additivity condition (23). The next subsection will use this character-
ization to establish a connection between additive weak orders and
the commutativity identity (13) which was shown to be crucial for
the typological innocuousness of the constraint summation assump-
tion made by theories such as DT and the OPM.
LEMMA 1 A strict (possibly partial) order < is an additive weak order
if and only if it satisfies the additivity condition (17) and furthermore its
incommensurability relation satisfies the additivity condition (21). Equiv-
alently, if and only if it satisfies the mixed additivity condition (23).
PROOF We only need to show that the mixed additivity condition
(23) entails transitivity of the incommensurability relation ∼. Let us
assume by contradiction that ∼ is not transitive, namely that a ∼ b
and b ∼ c but a ̸∼ c. The latter condition a ̸∼ c means that either
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a < c or c < a; for concreteness, we assume that the former case
holds. By (23), a < c and c ∼ b entail a + c < c + b. By (23) again,
a+ c< c+b and −c∼ −c (which holds because ∼ is reflexive, as it is
the incommensurability relation of a strict order), entail a < b. This
conclusion a< b contradicts the hypothesis a∼ b. �

5.4 The commutativity identity (13)
holds for (and only for) additive weak orders

This section proves the following Proposition 2, which is the main
result of this paper. The “if” statement of the proposition says that ad-
ditive weak orders provide sufficient structure to ensure the commu-
tativity identity (13). Furthermore, the “only if” statement says that
additive weak orders provide the necessary structure for the commuta-
tivity identity (13) to hold. In other words, the constraint summation
assumption (1) made by DT and the OPM is typologically innocuous if
and only if tuples of constraint violations are compared and optimized
relative to an additive weak order.
PROPOSITION 2 Consider a strict (possibly partial) order < over tu-
ples of constraint violations. The commutativity identity (13) repeated be-
low holds for any two candidate sets A and B if and only if< is an additive
weak order.
(13) opt

<
(A× B) = opt

<
A× opt

<
B

PROOF In order to streamline the proof of the proposition, it useful
to split the commutativity identity (13) into the two inclusions (24).
(24) a. opt

<
(A× B) ⊆ opt

<
A× opt

<
B

b. opt
<
(A× B) ⊇ opt

<
A× opt

<
B

The proof of the proposition relies on the characterization of addi-
tive weak orders provided by Lemma 1 through the additivity con-
dition (17) for the order < and the additivity condition (21) for the
incommensurability relation ∼, as summarized in (25). The additivity
condition (17) for < suffices to derive the inclusion (24a) while both
additivity conditions (17) and (21) for < and ∼ are needed to derive
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the reverse inclusion (24b). Vice versa, the inclusions (24a) and (24b)
each suffice to derive the additivity conditions (17) and (21) for <
and ∼, respectively.
(25) a. < additivity condition (17) =⇒ inclusion (24a)

b. < additivity condition (17)∼ additivity condition (21)
�

=⇒ inclusion (24b)

c. < additivity condition (17) ⇐= 4 inclusion (24a)
d. ∼ additivity condition (21) ⇐= inclusion (24b)

We start by showing that the additivity condition (17) for < en-
tails the inclusion (24a), as stated in (25a). We consider a candidate
pair (bα, bβ) that belongs to the set opt< (A × B) of optimal candidate
pairs of A× B. We suppose by contradiction that either the candidatebα does not belong to the set opt<A of optimal candidates of A or the
candidate bβ does not belong to the set opt< B of optimal candidates of
B (or both). For concreteness, we assume that the former case holds,
namely that bα does not belong to the optimal set opt<A. This means
in turn that there exists another candidate α of A such that 4a < ba,
where a and ba are the tuples of constraint violations of the two candi-
dates α and bα, respectively. Since < satisfies the additivity condition
(17), a < ba entails a + bb < ba + bb, where bb is the tuple of constraint
violations of the candidate bβ . This inequality a+ bb < ba+ bb says that
the candidate pair (α, bβ) beats the candidate pair (bα, bβ). This conclu-
sion contradicts the hypothesis that the candidate pair (bα, bβ) belongs
to the set opt< (A× B) of optimal candidate pairs of A× B. This rea-
soning is analogous to the reasoning used in Subsection 4.1 to prove
the inclusion (15a).

We show next that the two additivity conditions (17) and (21) –
and their corollaries (18), (22), and (23 – entail the other inclusion
(24b), as stated in (25b). Consider a candidate bα that belongs to the
set opt<A of optimal candidates of A. Consider next a candidate bβ
that belongs to the set opt< B of optimal candidates of B. We assume
by contradiction that the candidate pair (bα, bβ) does not belong to the
set opt< (A× B) of optimal candidate pairs of A× B. This means that
there exists another candidate pair (α,β) in A× B such that the sum
a + b of the tuples a and b of constraint violations of candidates α
and β is smaller than the sum ba+bb of the tuples ba and bb of constraint
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violations of the candidates bα and bβ , namely a+ b < ba+ bb. Since the
candidate α belongs to A and the candidate bα is optimal for A, eitherba < a or else a ∼ ba. Analogously, since the candidate β belongs to B
and the candidate bβ is optimal for B, either bb< b or else b∼ bb. If ba< a
and bb < b, the additivity condition (18) entails ba+ bb < a+ b, which
contradicts the assumption a+b< ba+bb. If ba< a and bb∼ b (or if ba∼ a
and bb < b), the mixed additivity condition (23) entails ba+ bb < a+ b,
which again contradicts the assumption a+b< ba+bb. Finally, if ba∼ a
and bb ∼ b, the additivity condition (22) for the incommensurability
relation entails ba+bb∼ a+b, which again contradicts the assumption
a + b < ba + bb. This reasoning is analogous to the reasoning used in
Subsection 4.1 to prove the inclusion (15b).

Turning to the opposite direction, we show now that the inclusion
(24a) entails that the order < satisfies the additivity condition (17),
as stated in (25c). Thus, we assume that the antecedent a < b of the
additivity condition (17) holds and we consider an arbitrary third vec-
tor c. We consider a set A= {α,β} consisting of two candidates α and
β whose tuples of constraint violations are a and b. Furthermore, we
consider a set B = {γ} consisting of a unique candidate γ whose tu-
ple of constraint violations is c. The hypothesis a < b means that the
set opt<A of optimal candidates of A only consists of the candidate
α. Furthermore, the set opt< B of optimal candidates of B only con-
sists of the candidate γ, because B is a singleton. Hence, the product
opt<A×opt< B of the two optimal sets only consists of the pair (α,γ).
Finally, A×B= {(α,γ), (β ,γ)}. The inclusion (24a) thus says that the
set opt< (A × B) of optimal candidate pairs of A × B only consists of
the pair (α,γ) and does not contain the other pair (β ,γ). This means
in turn that neither a + c ∼ b + c nor b + c < a + c and thus that
a+c< b+c. This conclusion shows that the additivity condition (17)
holds, namely that a< b entails a+ c< b+ c.

We conclude by showing that the inclusion (24b) entails that the
incommensurability relation ∼ satisfies the additivity condition (21),
as stated in (25d). Thus, we assume that the antecedent a ∼ b of the
additivity condition (21) holds and we consider an arbitrary third vec-
tor c. We consider the candidate sets A= {α,β} and B= {γ} as above,
where the three candidates α,β ,γ have the tuples of constraint viola-
tions a,b,c, respectively. The incommensurability assumption a ∼ b
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says that opt<A = A. Furthermore, opt< B = B, because B is a single-
ton. Hence, opt<A×opt< B= A×B. The inclusion (24b) thus says that
A× B= opt< (A× B). In other words, both candidate pairs (α,β) and
(α,γ) of the set A× B actually belong to the optimal set opt< (A× B).
This means in turn that the tuples of constraint violations of these two
candidate pairs (α,β) and (α,γ) are incommensurable, namely that
a+c∼ b+c. This conclusion shows that the additivity condition (21)
holds, namely that a∼ b entails a+ c∼ b+ c. �

6APPLICATIONS

This section re-derives Prince’s proposition 1 that OT satisfies the com-
mutativity identity (13) as a special case of Proposition 2 obtained in
the preceding section. Furthermore, it shows that the commutativity
identity extends to constraint-based phonological frameworks that or-
der tuples of constraint violations based on additive utility functions. It
follows in particular (see Proposition 3) that the commutativity iden-
tity holds for HG. In other words, the typological innocuousness of the
constraint summation assumption made by DT and the OPM extends
from the OT to the HG mode of constraint interaction.

6.1Re-deriving Prince’s result for OT

Any strict order which is total (namely defined for any pair of different
tuples of constraint violations) is in particular a weak order. In fact,
totality means that two tuples of constraint violations are incommen-
surable only if they are identical, whereby the incommensurability
relation ∼ coincides with the identity and it is therefore transitive.
Proposition 2 thus ensures that the commutativity identity (13) cru-
cial for DT and the OPM holds whenever grammatical optimization is
relative to a total additive strict order.

As our first application of Proposition 2, we can now derive anew
Prince’s Proposition 1 for OT. In fact, let < be OT’s lexicographic or-
der corresponding to some ranking of the n constraints. We assume
without loss of generality that C1 is ranked at the top, followed by C2,
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and so on. As reviewed in Subsection 4.1, the condition a < b then
holds for two tuples a = (a1, . . . ,an) and b = (b1, . . . ,bn) of constraint
violations if and only if conditions (26) hold for some k ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
(26) a1 = b1...

ak = bk
ak+1 < bk+1

The lexicographic order < is total, namely defined for any two differ-
ent tuples of constraint violations. Furthermore, it is additive, namely
it satisfies the implication (17): the assumption a < b that (26) holds
entails the conclusion a+ c< b+ c that (27) holds as well.
(27) a1 + c1 = b1 + c1...

ak + ck = bk + ck
ak+1 + ck+1 < bk+1 + ck+1

Prince’s Proposition 1 for OT thus follows as a special case of Proposi-
tion 2: the commutativity identity (13) holds in the case of OT because
grammatical optimization in OT is computed relative to the lexico-
graphic order which is additive and total.

6.2 Extension to HG

To explore further applications of Proposition 2, we consider a util-
ity function U which assigns to each tuple a of constraint violations a
number U(a). We can then order the tuples of constraint violations
based on their utility, with smaller tuples corresponding to a smaller
utility, as in (28).
(28) a< b if and only if U(a)< U(b).
The resulting relation < is obviously a strict order. It is partial, be-
cause tuples of constraint violations which achieve the same utility
are incommensurable. Furthermore, it is a weak order, because the
corresponding incommensurability relation ∼ described in (29) is ob-
viously transitive.
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(29) a∼ b if and only if U(a) = U(b).
Suppose that the utility function U is additive, namely that the

identity U(a+b) = U(a)+U(b) holds for any tuples a,b of constraint
violations. In this case, the corresponding weak strict order < satis-
fies the additivity condition (17). In fact, the assumption a< b of this
additivity condition means that U(a) < U(b). Hence U(a) + U(c) <
U(b) + U(c). By additivity, this means U(a+ c) < U(b+ c), whereby
a+ c< b+ c. Proposition 2 thus ensures that the commutativity iden-
tity (13) crucial for DT and the OPM holds whenever grammatical
optimization is relative to the order induced by an additive utility
function.

Taking advantage of the fact that constraint violations are inte-
gers, Magri (2020) shows (through a simple twist of the Fundamental
Theorem of Linear Algebra; Strang 2006, Section 2.6) that for any ad-
ditive utility function U, there exist a weight vector w = (w1, . . . ,wn)
such that the utility U(a) of any tuple of integer constraint violations
can be described as the weighted sum of the constraint violations col-
lected in the tuple a, namely U(a) = ∑ni=1 aiwi. In other words, the
partial strict order corresponding to an additive utility function in the
sense of (28) yields the HG model of grammatical optimization (Leg-
endre et al. 1990b,a; Smolensky and Legendre 2006; Pater 2009; Potts
et al. 2010). Proposition 2 thus ensures that the commutativity iden-
tity (13) crucial for DT and the OPM extends from OT to HG, as stated
by the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3 The commutativity identity (13) holds for any two
candidate sets A and B relative to HG’s order < corresponding to any
constraint weighting: a candidate bα belongs to the set opt<A of optimal
candidates of A relative to the HG order < corresponding to that weighting
and a candidate bβ belongs to the set opt< B of optimal candidates of B
if and only if the candidate pair (bα, bβ) belongs to the set opt< (A× B) of
optimal candidate pairs in A×B, when candidate pairs are compared based
on summed constraint violations.

6.3When the commutativity identity fails

Crucially, Proposition 2 provides not only a sufficient but also a nec-
essary condition for the commutativity identity (13) to hold. Thus,
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this proposition can be used not only to verify that the commutativ-
ity identity holds, as we have done so far, but also to disprove that it
does. To illustrate, suppose that there are only n = 2 constraints and
consider the quadratic utility function U defined as in (30) for any pair
a= (a1,a2) of constraint violations.
(30) U(a) = a21 + a22
The corresponding relation < as in (28) is a weak partial strict order.
Yet, it does not satisfy the additivity condition (17). In fact, consider
for instance a = (2,2), b = (0,3) and c = (4,4). In this case, a < b
(because U(a) = 22+22 = 8 while U(b) = 02+32 = 9). But b+c< a+c
(because U(a+c) = 62+62 = 72 while U(b+c) = 42+72 = 65). Propo-
sition 2 therefore ensures that the commutativity identity (13) crucial
for DT and the OPM fails when constraint violations are optimized
relative to the order induced by the quadratic utility function (30).

7 CONCLUSIONS

Usually in the constraint-based phonological literature (starting with
Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), each underlying form comes with
a preassigned set of candidate surface realizations. Each of these can-
didates is represented as a tuple of constraint violations. These tuples
are compared according to some strict (possibly partial) order < that
extends the notion of “being smaller than” from single numbers to tu-
ples of numbers. The optimal candidate for a given underlying form is
the one which violates the constraints the least, namely the one with
the smallest tuple of constraint violations.

DT (Flemming 2002, 2004, 2008) enriches the classical con-
straint set with distinctiveness constraints. Furthermore, approaches
to paradigm uniformity effects such as the OPM (Kenstowicz 1997;
McCarthy 2005) enrich the classical constraint set with OP faith-
fulness constraints. Crucially, classical (faithfulness and markedness)
constraints evaluate a single candidate surface form at a time while
distinctiveness and OP faithfulness constraints evaluate multiple can-
didate surface forms simultaneously, relative to their contrastiveness
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and their similarity, respectively. As a consequence, the classical con-
straints need to be “lifted” from a single candidate to multiple candi-
dates. A reasonable way to do that is to sum their violations across
multiple candidates.

Does this assumption of constraint summation made by DT and
the OPM make sense? We have formulated this question as follows.
Suppose that we restrict ourselves to a constraint set which includes
no distinctiveness or OP faithfulness constraints but only classical
(markedness and faithfulness) constraints. In this case, can we guaran-
tee that the typological predictions of DT and the OPM coincide with
those of the classical theory, despite constraint summation? In other
words, is the assumption of constraint summation made by DT and the
OPM typologically innocuous?

This paper has shown that constraint summation is indeed typo-
logically innocuous if and only if constraint optimization is performed
relative to an order < of tuples of constraint violations which is addi-
tive and weak. In other words, additive weak orders provide the “min-
imal structure” (to go back to Talagrand’s admonition in the quote
at the beginning of the paper) for typological innocuousness to hold.
This technical condition on grammatical optimization is verified for
instance in the case of OT and HG. Our result extends and system-
atizes an earlier independent result for OT obtained by Prince (2015).
Our result provides a solid foundation for theories such as DT and the
OPM which make use of constraint summation, for a large class of
modes of constraint interaction.
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